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Abstract
In the Secure Internet Programming laboratory at Princeton University, we have been investigating
network security management by using logic programming. We developed a rule based framework —
Multihost, Multistage, Vulnerability Analysis(MulVAL) — to perform end-to-end, automatic analysis
of multi-host, multi-stage attacks on a large network where hosts run different operating systems. The
tool finds attack paths where the adversary will have to use one or more than one weaknesses (buffer
overflows) in multiple software to attack the network. The MulVAL framework has been demonstrated
to be modular, flexible, scalable and efficient [20]. We applied these techniques to perform security
analysis of a single host with commonly used software.
We have constructed a logical model of Windows XP access control, in a declarative but executable
(Datalog) format. We have built a scanner that reads access-control configuration information from the
Windows registry, file system, and service control manager database, and feeds raw configuration data
to the model. Therefore we can reason about such things as the existence of privilege-escalation attacks,
and indeed we have found several user-to-administrator vulnerabilities caused by misconfigurations of
the access-control lists of commercial software from several major vendors. We propose tools such as
ours as a vehicle for software developers and system administrators to model and debug the complex
interactions of access control on installations under Windows.

1 Introduction
Unix has a simple access control model with three privileges (plus the sometimes mysterious setuid [4])
given to users, groups, and others for operations on just a few kinds of objects (files, directories, etc.). In
contrast, Windows attaches access-control lists (prioritized “allow” and “deny” by groups) comprising up to
30 different privileges for operations on about 15 different kinds of objects [6]. For example, on a “service”
object one can have the privilege “choose what program.exe is run to effectuate the service.” Although
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Windows access-control is fine-grained and expressive, unsurprisingly it turns out that ordinary professional software developers at commercial software vendors have difficulty in evaluating the consequences
of the access-control configurations that they choose for their software and services. The consequence is
that commercial software can and does have privilege-escalation vulnerabilities caused by access-control
misconfiguration.
We propose a solution to this problem. We have a logical model of Windows access-control, expressed
as inference rules in Datalog which are directly executable in a Prolog system. We have a scanner that
reads relevant parts of the Windows registry, file system, and service control manager database on a given
host to provide input to our logical model. The model runs, and prints out a list of privilege-escalation
vulnerabilities, each one with a trace of how each vulnerability might be exploited.
When we run this on a typical Windows installation managed by a careful systems administrator, we find
several exploitable user-to-administrator and guest-to-any-user vulnerabilities caused by misconfigurations
in the default installation of software from Adobe, AOL, Macromedia, Microsoft and some anonymous
vendors1 .
Our solution, therefore, is that software developers and system administrators evaluate the security of their
access-control configurations by running a scanning+analysis tool such as the one we have developed.
In the next section, we give a brief overview of different Windows accounts; in later sections we explain the
vulnerabilities found by our tool, the logical model, and the process of gathering configuration data.

2 Windows accounts overview
Windows System Accounts The user mode components of the kernel of the Windows operating system
(e.g., csrss.exe and lsass.exe) run under the Local System account. This account has complete access to all
the resources of the machine and most of the daemon programs run under this account. In Windows XP,
Microsoft introduced the accounts Local Service and Network Service to run parts of the operating system
that do not need complete access to the machine’s resources. For example, Windows exports its registry—
a global hierarchical database to store data from all programs—over the network. The operating system
service responsible for responding to remote registry requests runs as Local Service. (Even though Local
Service does not have complete access to the registry, it can use Windows’s delegation facility to access
the registry on behalf of the client.) One cannot login into the accounts Local System, Local Service and
Network Service, but can control these accounts from any account in the Administrators group.
Windows User Accounts The Administrator account is the account one uses upon first setting up a workstation or a member server, before creating any other account. It is a member of the Administrators group.
Any member of the Administrators group has complete control of the machine. Windows has various other
groups, such as Authenticated Users, Everyone, Server Operators, Power Users , Network Configuration
Operators. Members of the Power Users group can create user accounts, can modify and delete accounts
they create, stop and start system services which are not started by default. Any principal who supplied
a credential to logon belongs to Authenticated Users group. Every machine comes with a built-in account
Guest which is disabled by default. Once enabled, the user Guest does not have to supply a credential. Every
1
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Figure 1: Privilege escalations in software from different vendors. Dashed lines indicate that applying the
latest patch fixes the problem.
principal including the Guest user is a part of the group Everyone. A principal in the Network Configuration
Operators group can modify the network configuration. The Microsoft documentation for Server Operators
group reads: Server Operators can perform most common server administration tasks [24]. There is also
the notion of Limited Users, which determines the set of mandatory groups 2 and privileges given to a new
user account by the “User Accounts” dialog box when the “Limited” radio-button is selected. In this article
we explore privilege escalations between the different user accounts, system accounts, and groups.

3 Security bugs found
We used our tool to see how software is configured by vendors in the default installation, on a professionally
managed network of Windows XP client machines with AOL, Adobe and Macromedia software in standard
configurations. The results, as shown in figure 1, indicate that unprivileged users can gain administrator
privileges through several paths: any arc in the graph is either a group membership (labeled member) or
a privilege escalation. We now briefly describe Windows services and the mistakes developers make in
configuring them.
Services Windows does not the support the notion of a setuid bit and developers typically follow a different
convention in implementing privileged functionality. A developer would write the program as a service and
the user sends the command line arguments to the service using a Local Procedure Call [5]. A service can
be started automatically or on-demand. Each service has a security descriptor specifying which users are
allowed to start, stop and configure the service. Services typically run under the Local System account. A
daemon program can be implemented as a service that starts automatically.
Several vendors poorly apply the Windows access control model to their services; a common mistake is to
assign the SERVICE CHANGE CONFIG permission indiscriminately to services. The Windows XP documentation states, “. . . because this grants the caller the right to change the executable file that the system runs,
it should be granted only to administrators” [8]. But that warning fails to explain clearly that permission
to configure a service allows both setting the executable and selecting the account under which the service
runs, e.g., change the “run-as” account to Local System[7, 16]. From Local System, all things are possible
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(including installing password sniffers to launch further attacks in the guise of any ordinary user).
We now describe specific bugs we discovered; each example is marked with a bullet • and corresponds to
one or more labeled arcs in the graph, marked in boldface.
• In the default configurations of Windows XP 3 the SSDP Discovery Service (SSDP in the graph) and the
Universal Plug and Play Device Host service (uPnP in the graph) granted “permission to configure the
service” to the Authenticated Users group. A normal unprivileged user is a part of the Authenticated Users
group and hence a normal user can configure the executable and the account under which these services
run. Then, the adversary needs to make the service reload the new configuration. He needs to wait for
the service to be restarted (he could, for example, force the system administrator to reboot the machine by
consuming too many resources so that the system is too slow to respond). We also noticed that usually
when a principal is granted the SERVICE CHANGE CONFIG permission, he is also granted SERVICE STOP
and SERVICE START, making it trivial to reload the service in the new configuration, as follows:
$ sc config weakService binPath=c:\attack.exe obj=".\LocalSystem" password=""
$ sc stop weakService
$ sc start weakService

Via the same SERVICE CHANGE CONFIG mechanism, the following (Windows XP Professional) accesscontrol decisions give paths from Local Service and Server Operators to Local System: • The Local Service
account has permission to configure uPnP. • The Server Operators group has permission to configure uPnP,
SSDP, NetBios over TCP/IP (NetBT), and Smart Card services (SCardSvr). This defeats the principle of
least privilege that was the motivation for creating Local Service and Server Operators. If the adversary
were to find a buffer overflow bug in a program running as Local Service, this escalation path enables the
adversary to take complete control of the host.
Other vendors’ software also has access-control configuration bugs in their services: • The Everyone group
was granted the permission to configure the Macromedia Licensing Service (Macromedia) 4 . • We also
found multiple holes in service configuration in other software; we do not discuss the details so that the
vendor gets an opportunity to close them. These holes are less serious than the guest-to-administrator and
limited-user-to-administrator holes we described earlier.
In addition to Trojan horses via service configuration, some vendors’ software is vulnerable to a more
traditional kind of file-system-based Trojan-horse vulnerability: • The Everyone group has been granted the
permission to write to 170 executable (.EXE and .DLL) files from Adobe. The adversary can write to these
files and wait for a system administrator or other user to execute the files.
Registry The Windows Registry is a global, hierarchical database, where entries are accessed by keys.
Each registry key has a security context attached to it controlling access to the key. Some registry keys store
sensitive information like the path to the executable acting as an user’s shell, the library to be loaded by
3
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a program, the identity of an operating system object 5 etc. If an adversary can overwrite the contents of a
sensitive key with the path of his library or executable, he could cause his code to be executed[26, 16]. • The
standard configuration of AOL includes a registry entry binding the name of a DLL file to be loaded and
executed (in some circumstances) by the AOL software. The access permissions permit any user to write this
entry; the attacker can substitute the name of his own DLL and wait for some other AOL user to execute it.
• We also found several weaknesses (potential security holes) in several registry keys from several vendors
where an adversary could escalate his privileges; we do not want to present the details before the vendors
have a chance to take response measures. If these weaknesses are confirmed security holes, they are less
serious than the AOL example presented here. In the AOL example, a guest or limited user could become
Local System.
Finally, although Microsoft describes Power Users as “[i]ncludes many, but not all, privileges of the Administrators group,” [3, page 31] it is well known that • there are many privilege-escalation paths from
Power Users to Local System; we have found more than 20 with our tool.
As we will explain, we did not have to become experts on AOL, smart card services, and so on to find these
vulnerabilities. Our tool simply applies our logic-based analysis to find anomalous accessibilities.

4 Logical model of access-control interactions
We use inference rules in Prolog to express predicates such as, “this principal can get that permission on
that resource.” By restricting ourselves to a near-Datalog subset of Prolog (i.e., Datalog + bounded-length
lists), we guarantee that execution will be finite; in fact, using a Prolog interpreter with tabled execution
(memorizing of previously derived facts) we will get very efficient execution indeed; our simulations run in
under 1 second6 .
Our model has predicates and rules that model the processing of user ids, process tokens and access-control
lists on Windows; and other predicates and rules that model how attacks such as Trojan horses can change
the access-control state.
A Windows security identifier (SID) is a numeric sequence indicating an issuing authority, sub-authorities,
and so on; for example S-1-5-21-346327843-89743984-384343-1128. It is used to identify users, groups,
built-in accounts like Local System etc. A discretionary access-control list (DACL) is made up of a list of
access control entries (ACE) that specify who is allowed what access to an object. An example of an ACE
expressed in our model is,
ace ( denied,
aceType([’ACCESS_DENIED_ACE_TYPE’]), aceFlags,
aceMask([’READ_CONTROL’, ’SYNCHRONIZE’]),
sid(’S-1-1-0’)).

indicating that the the SID S-1-1-0 (the group Everyone) is denied the READ
permissions on the object whose DACL contains this entry.

CONTROL

and SYNCHRONIZE

A resource can be a file, directory, service, or a variety of other kinds of objects. The following example
states that a particular file on the host in question has a particular access-control list:
5
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resource(file, name(’C:\\Program Files\\Adobe\\Adobe Help Center\\BIB.dll’),
acl(owner(’S-1-5-21-1268611206-43474576-316617838-59230’),
dacl( daclFlags,
acl([ace(aceType([’ACCESS_ALLOWED_ACE_TYPE’]), aceFlags,
aceMask([’READ_CONTROL’, ...]),
sid(’S-1-1-0’)),
ace(aceType([’ACCESS_ALLOWED_ACE_TYPE’]), aceFlags,
aceMask([’READ_CONTROL’, ...]),
sid(’S-1-5-32-545’)),
...])))).

(ellipses not in original). One of the inputs to our model is a long list of facts like this, gathered by our scanner from the Windows file system, services and registry. We refer the reader the to a previously published
technical report for the details of formal modeling of Windows access control semantics [13].
We use the logic of access-control to calculate derived predicates such as, canAccess(Principal, Permission,
Resource), meaning that a certain SID, Principal, can get a given Permission on a given Resource. (In
Prolog, capital letters start variable names and small letters start constants, constructors, and predicates.) In
fact, Windows does this in two stages: from an SID it constructs a process token that contains information
about all the group memberships of the account; then each access-control check is done by comparing the
DACL to the process token.
Modeling attacks.

To reason about attacks, we have rules such as the following.

canAccess (Principal, Permission, Resource) :member (Principal, Group), canAccess (Group, Permission, Resource).

If Principal belongs to Group, he gets any permission that the group can get (we oversimplify here by
leaving out process tokens). In Prolog, the conclusion is written first and the premises are after the :symbol.
compromised (guest).
canAccess (OtherPrincipal, Permission, Resource) :compromised (Principal), canAccess (Principal, write_dac, Resource).

The rule above says, if you have the WRITE DAC (“write discretionary access-control list”) permission
on the resource, you can make any OtherPrincipal have any Permission on the resource. But you have
to “want” to do it—you would “want” to do this only if the attacker had already compromised your account and you are (unknowingly) executing the attacker’s program. We assume the guest user is initially compromised, i.e., “acts on behalf of an attacker.” In many circumstances, it is also reasonable to
assume compromised(limited_user), that some ordinary unprivileged (but authenticated) user is compromised.
So, if you have WRITE DAC and you’re compromised, then you can give any permission to any other principal (including yourself) for that resource—including, of course, SERVICE CHANGE CONFIG.
compromised (Principal) :compromised (Attacker),
canAccess (Attacker, service_change_config, Service).
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If you have been compromised by the attacker, and your account can change the service configuration of
a Service to run the attacker’s .EXE file in a process owned by Principal, then you can compromise that
Principal (to simplify the presentation, we omit the need to start the service).
compromised (Principal) :compromised (Attacker),
canAccess (Attacker, write, File),
canAccess (Principal, execute, File).

If you can write to a file that some Principal can execute, then you can install a Trojan Horse that makes
that Principal act on your behalf (a more refined model considers the likelihood that the victim will actually
execute your file, with commonly used executables in a public directory considered more likely executed).
The query. An example of a query we can give to the Prolog engine is, “tell me all possible accesses,
legitimate and otherwise, by principals to resources,” but this delivers far too many results, most of which
are harmless. A more interesting query is, “can the guest user compromise an administrator?”
?-

compromised(localSystem).

Queries modeled on this one calculate the vulnerability graph.

5 Scanner
Our scanner is very simple: it reads the file system (directories and their access control lists) and registry
(services and their ACLs), and produces data such as the resource(file,...) datum shown in the
previous section. In addition, the scanner gathers the ACL of any registry item whose contents is a name
ending in .exe, .dll, .bat, and so on, which are presumed to be executables through which Trojan Horses
might be installed. Our scanner takes about 5 minutes to run on a typical host.
Our scanner can run with almost no privileges (i.e., as a Limited user) and still gather data sufficient to
produce the graph in Section 1. This is desirable, because a system administrator might legitimately worry
about running yet another high-privilege software tool that might harm his system. It also means, of course,
that all that raw information was already available to sophisticated attackers. We discovered only one weakness — one not discussed in this report — that can be discovered only with administrator privileges. This
weakness is just a weakness and cannot result in a direct attack unless one can attack certain cryptographic
mechanism — meaning a fundamentally new technique is required by the adversary.

6 Related work and conclusion
Many application programs demand too many privileges, more than strictly necessary to access the data on
which they operate. Chen et al. [5] explain why this is harmful (users demand and receive the privileges
7

necessary to run the applications, which then gives them privileges to do harm) and have built an analysis tool
for finding such situations. That is the inverse of what we have described in this paper, which is applications
granting too many privileges, but we believe our detailed model of Windows access-control could also be
used to do “least-privilege-incompatibility” analysis.
Modeling vulnerabilities and their interactions can be dated back to the Kuang and COPS security analyzers
for Unix [2, 11]. Recent works in this area include the one by Ramakrishnan and Sekar [21], and the one
by Fithen et al [12]. A major difference between our work and these works is the application to Windows
platform. There is a long line of work on network vulnerability analysis [28, 25, 22, 23, 1, 19]. These
works did not address how to automatically integrate vulnerability specifications from the bug-reporting
community into the reasoning model. Ritchey and Amman proposed using model checking for network
vulnerability analysis [22]. Sheyner, et. al extensively studied attack-graph generation based on modelchecking techniques [23]. These approaches suffer from problems of state space explosion. While it is
foreseeable that these approaches can be made to work, it has not been demonstrated that the approach
scales for large networks. Amman et. al proposed a graph-based search algorithms to conduct network
vulnerability analysis [1]. This algorithm is adopted in Topological Vulnerability Analysis (TVA) [14], a
framework that combines an exploit knowledge base with a remote network vulnerability scanner to analyze
exploit sequences leading to attack goals. However, it seems building the exploit model involves manual
construction, limiting the tool’s use in practice. Intrusion detection systems have been widely deployed
in networks and extensively studied in the literature [9, 18, 15]. Unlike IDS, MulVAL aims at detecting
potential attack paths before an attack happens.
The MulVAL framework understands the semantics of two disparate operating systems — Windows and
Linux. We are not aware of prior work that can understand the semantics of disparate operating systems.
It has not been convincingly established that prior approaches are actually useful in practice. In contrast,
we applied the MulVAL framework to find bugs in professionally managed networks and configurations
of commercial software. The MulVAL framework is about analyzing to see if an adversary can combine
one or more buffer overflow bugs in software to compromise his target. The results presented in this paper
represent a special case application of the MulVAL framework. These results followed naturally once we
asked the question: “Is it possible that even in the absence of buffer overflow bugs, the adversary could
use buggy configurations to attack the target?” We did not have to change our framework to obtain the
results described in this report. In contrast to prior work, we are convinced that that the MulVAl framework
is end-to-end, modular, automatic, efficient, flexible and scalable.
Previous work has shown that static configuration scanning can be useful: OVAL [27] finds software on
your machine that is the subject of a security advisory (e.g., CERT has found a buffer-overrun vulnerability).
Other work has shown that Datalog can be expressive and effective in reasoning about access control [10]
and in reasoning about propagation of attacks across multi-host networks [20].
Microsoft’s Trustworthy Computing Security Development Lifecycle project [17] addresses many of the issues discussed in this paper, which explains why the vulnerabilities we describe in Microsoft’s own software
were closed in mid-2004.
We also believe that buggy access-control configuration is a problem that could affect vendors and operating
system versions not discussed in this paper. There is no reason to believe that only developers at Adobe,
AOL, Macromedia and Microsoft made mistakes in access-control configuration. Our views are vindicated
when we found similar bugs in a commonly used product from a different vendor very close to preparing the
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final version of this document7 . Even if the operating system is secure at installation time, it is worrisome
that it could become insecure upon installing commonly used (required) software.
Why bugs? We believe there are two reasons that explain these bugs. The developers did not completely
understand the (complex) semantics of the operating system. The operating system documentation is slightly
unclear (misleading enough that a casual programmer makes a mistake). For example, a developer could be
wanting to give an untrusted user the permission to start or stop a service. He decides to give all access to
the user; which includes the permissions to write the security descriptor and configure the service.
Our contribution here is to show that a Datalog model of Windows XP access control is surprisingly useful
even on a single-host system. We believe the reason is that Windows access-control is sufficiently complex that programmers and administrators have difficulty understanding and debugging their access-control
decisions without tools.
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